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Rewind
Think of ONE thing you learned during the last
session (tricky, demanding, despite/in spite of, to
sort sth. out, make an effort...) 

Build a sentence using that word/structure, etc.

Make sure you add it to your notebook.
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Time: 5 minutes



Time: 10 minutes

What qualities make a good negotiator? 

Do you have to negotiate? Do you like negotiating?

Is every negotiation potentially a win-win one?

Do you think people should tell the complete truth when
negotiating?

Think of some recent negotiations in your country. What
stages did they go through?

Discuss October 2021



October 2021Negotiation Styles

Time: 10 minutes

When you're negotiating with people from other cultures, it's important to think about
what they consider as 'normal' behaviour. You'll need to think about the following:

body language                  conversational rules                          hierarchy
 physical contact        relationship building         attitudes to time



Time: 10 minutes

Word combinations October 2021

intense 
intensive
delicate
tense
last-minute
merger
take-over
customer-supplier 
tough negotiator

ne
go

ti
at
io
ns bargaining

collective bargaining (labour disputes)
wage bargaining

win-win solution
to MAKE/reach an agreement
to make/close a deal
proposal & counter-proposal/counter-offer
MAKE a concession
MAKE a goodwill gesture
MAKE a final offer/GIVE an ultimatum
to haggle (over sth.)

Types of negotiations:
 

Other related expressions: 



Negotiation: steps 



Exercise
Arrange the phrases José uses at the beginning of the negotiation in
the correct order, bearing in mind the steps from the previous slide:



Phrase cards

If you offer more flexible payment conditions,
As long as engine performance improves BY
ten percent, 
On condition that you provide good technical
support,
Provided that you supply documentation in
Spanish,
Providing that this contract works out OK,

Ways of making offers
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then we

will

can

could

may

might

be able to (+ infinitive)

agree to (+ infinitive)

consider (+ -ing)

offer (+ noun)

offer to (+ infinitive)

When you make your demand you can have
more or less bargaining power.
You can concede TO a demand and back
down or give in.
You can say that sth. is non-negotiable

Bargaining position 
We'll send you a written proposal.  
We'll draw up (write) a contract based on those terms.  
Let me just go/run over the main points.  
We still have the question of X to settle (decide and
agree on).
There's still the outstanding (undecided) issue of...

Checking the deal



Role-play Preparation

- Negotiation role-plays copyright Matthew Barton of Englishcurrent.com

Brainstorm: With a partner, write down reasons….
 
 

1) why an employee might get fired.

2) why a company might go bankrupt.

3) why a candidate might not get hired for a job at an IT company after an
interview.

4) why a student might complain about his or her school.

5) why a guest might ask for a refund after staying a night in a hotel.



Let's (role) play!

Student A: Your employee, StudentB, has not been performing very well recently at work. S/he has many
problems. You have invited him/her to your office. You plan to fire him/her. Talk to him/her nicely, and let
him/her know that s/he must leave at the end of the day.

Student B: Your boss has asked you to come into his/her office. You are not sure why. Recently, you have
been very stressed out. You have a new baby at home, so you can’t sleep. Also, your other workmates
are bad at their jobs, which makes it hard for you to do your job.  

#1 The Office

Student A: You are the owner of a toy company. You have been on vacation for 6 months, and now you
are back. You have arranged a meeting with the company CEO. Talk with him/her. Ask him/her how the
company is doing.

Student B: You are the CEO of a toy company. The company has been doing very poorly recently. The
company is going to go bankrupt very soon. Now, the owner of the company wants to talk with you. Go to
his/her office and talk with him/her.   

#2 The Company



The Schwa:
 the unknow vowel

it is the most common vowel in English
it is represented by /ə/
it is a very LAZY vowel (you barely move your lips!)
it appears ONLY in unstressed sylables. Ex: a'bility vs. 'able
In Brit. English, it also appears in -or/-er. Ex: doctor, computer

ability /əˈbɪl.ə.ti/
carrot /ˈkær.ət/
offend /əˈfend/
pencil /ˈpen.səl/
potato /pəˈteɪ.t̬oʊ/
Pacific /pəˈsɪf.ɪk/
alphabet /ˈæl.fə.bet/



Proverb: When there's a will there's a way.
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Choose 1 thing you promise to remember for next day!


